Introduction {#sec0001}
============

Domestic sheep (*Ovis aries*) and goats (*Capra aegagrus hircus*) are raised primarily for fibers (wool, hair), milk, meat, and hides. Since their domestication ca. 11,000 years ago ([@bib0002]; Pereira & Amorim, [@bib0062]) they have been amongst the most important species in livestock, with a global head count of 1.1 billion sheep and 0.95 billion goats in 2010 ([@bib0022]; [@bib0029]). Different breeds are adapted to multiple environments, whence they are raised in a wide range of production systems.

In view of the economic importance of sheep and goats, there are multiple studies in animal science to characterize their growth patterns. These studies fitted common models to size-at-age data, such as simple linear or exponential growth, but also the negative exponential growth model, the Brody model, and models with sigmoidal (S-shaped) growth curves were considered. Examples for the latter are the models of von Bertalanffy, Gompertz, Richards, or Verhulst (logistic growth). A search in Google Scholar identified approximately 22,500 and 15,500 papers related to the use of the Brody model for sheep and goats, respectively, followed by the Verhulst model (about 5500 and 3500 hits), the Gompertz model (ca. 4000 and 2000 hits), and the von Bertalanffy model (ca. 2500 and 1500 hits).

The Bertalanffy-Pütter (BP) model ([@bib0064]) generalizes all these models (it uses two additional parameters). Moreover, its parameters have a biological interpretation ([@bib0009]). Therefore, in this paper we revisit data from literature, seek the best fitting BP-models and ask, if in comparison to the best-fit models certain simple three-parameter model may be particularly suitable for the modeling the growth of small ruminants: Why was the Brody model so dominant in growth studies?

Materials and methods {#sec0002}
=====================

Materials {#sec0003}
---------

We collected the data in spreadsheets, using Excel of Microsoft. To retrieve data from published graphics we used DigitizeIt software. We used Mathematica of Wolfram Research for computer algebra, including optimization (explained below) and statistical analysis.

For the statistical analysis, we aimed at keeping the samples as large as possible. Where an informal check revealed possible differences, e.g. between species, we first tested for such differences. We used nonparametric tests: the Mann-Whitney test checked for equal location parameters and the Conover test for equal standard deviations. In case that these differences were not statistically significant, we pooled the data (i.e. we collected them across different species). A priori, for several biological parameters, such as breeds, we did not expect to find significant differences for the goodness of fit. (As the number of breeds was high, such tests would require a low P-value and therefore large samples to avoid errors of type-I; c.f. [@bib0052]). We then tested if the pooled data could be described by a common probability distribution. We used the Anderson-Darling test for distribution assumptions ([@bib0020]), whereby we considered the normal, the lognormal and the Laplace distribution. Subsequently, we used the tested distribution to draw further inferences.

Mass-at-age data {#sec0004}
----------------

We searched Science Direct, Google Scholar, Research Gate and Web of Science for peer-reviewed publications since 1970 with mass-at-age data about the growth of sheep and goats. We searched primarily for papers that fitted size-at-age data to certain named growth models, as we hoped to add information to that papers by identifying the best-fit BP-model. We used the keywords goat, sheep, growth model in combination with Brody, von Bertalanffy, Gompertz, and Verhulst. We thereby identified 53 publications (57% from 2010 to 2019) that in most cases studied these data with the aim of optimizing breeds and husbandry practices.

In these papers and their supporting information (if available) we searched for mass-at-age data in tables or graphics. Where a paper referred to an accessible primary source, we searched it, too. We did not consider papers that published best-fit model parameters without providing the data or an accessible primary source. In the average ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}), data were comprised of *n~D~* = 50 data-points (median *n~D~* = 12) and they covered *n~T~* = 5 to 296 points of time (mean *n~T~* = 22, median *n~T~* = 12). We discarded papers that provided only data with *n~T~* \< 5 points of time, as then the optimization of five parameters would result in overfitting. For 16 data, the data-points were retrieved from graphics. (In [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} the first and/or last points of time, *t*~0~ and *t~max~*, were not integers.) One source provided individual growth data (datasets G11 to G22). For the other sources, the data were averages of size-at-age data (with *n~D~* = *n~T~*). Most average data did not inform about the spread (standard deviation) or about how many animals were weighed at each point of time.Table 1Characteristics of the mass-at-age data.Table 1NoSex*t*~0~*t~max~*unitminmax*n~D~n~T~*NoSex*t*~0~*t~max~*unitminmax*n~D~n~T~***G01**F1.3899.1D3.139.8252252**S33**FM06M4.737.877**G02**FM0.2184.8D1.9172525**S34**FM06M4.137.777**G03**FM0150D2.4171111**S35**M0420D3.769.11414**G04**FM0150D1.913.61111**S36**FM0360D441.61313**G05**F012M2.816.41313**S37**FM630M37.868.377**G06**M012M2.922.71313**S38**FM0680.5D2.534.12626**G07**FM012M319.11313**S39**FM090D314.51313**G08**FM012M2.7201313**S40**FM090D3.216.41313**G09**F0360D2.720.81313**S41**F0360M6.645.11818**G10**M0360D2.722.21313**S42**F0360M5.345.41818**G11**F1387D3.5544231**S43**FM0336D3.42777**G12**F1375D349.53118**S44**FM0168.4D3.522.377**G13**F1371D3.95175**S45**FM61.2790.3D36.3118.22121**G14**F1380D3.5552416**S46**F848W16.167.21212**G15**F11944D2.279.215635**S47**M844W18.274.11111**G16**F11574D1.580.220162**S48**F080D3.520.266**G17**F1385D3.2666544**S49**M080D3.52266**G18**F1733D2.36716683**S50**F848W15.743.51212**G19**F1571D258685155**S51**M848W17.8611212**G20**F1454D260720186**S52**FM012M3.323.21313**G21**F1198D1.25427174**S53**F0.1117.2D4.1267878**G22**F11944D1.280.22068296**S54**M0117.2D428.98686**G23**FM0270D5.215.41010**S55**FM1.4150.8D0.862.877**G24**F14.7500.6D5.646.53232**S56**M0120D432.699**G25**F012M3.328.11313**S57**F1720D3.538.81010**G26**M012M3.1351313**S58**M1720D3.748.51010**G27**FM0150D2.313.766**S59**FM0365D3.128.91313**G28**FM0150D2.51566**S60**FM0270D4.938.71515**G29**FM0150D2.41066**S61**FM0270D4.938.71515**S01**F036M4.449.399**S62**FM063D4.822.41010**S02**F1720D3.639.21010**S63**F848W16.856.81212**S03**M1720D3.6471010**S64**M848W17.866.61212**S04**FM1720D3.643.51010**S65**F0180D1.916.877**S05**FM1720D3.442.51010**S66**M0180D1.917.877**S06**FM0360D3.63688**S67**FM0180D2.217.977**S07**M28168.6D6.940.51111**S68**FM0180D1.616.777**S08**M0420D6.360.41414**S69**F0119.3D1.87.21818**S09**M018M3.330.91818**S70**M0119.2D1.97.71818**S10**FM0210D3.427.588**S71**FM0118.9D1.97.71818**S11**F036M46188**S72**FM0118.9D1.87.11818**S12**M036M47588**S73**FM0105D1.77.677**S13**F0120D4.736.999**S74**FM0105D1.88.477**S14**F0210D4.643.288**S75**FM0105D1.46.677**S15**F060M3.64577**S76**FM0105D1.67.277**S16**F0720D4.777.91717**S77**FM120W5.115.72020**S17**M45720D18.396.51616**S78**F0344D4.358.788**S18**F036M4.152.899**S79**M0344D4.761.288**S19**FM0180D4.733.677**S80**F0344D3.550.688**S20**FM06M4.13677**S81**M0344D3.752.988**S21**F1198D4.339.91616**S82**M0730D3.645.71515**S22**M1198D4.745.41616**S83**F0730D3.537.91515**S23**FM1198D4.643.11616**S84**FM0730D3.641.91515**S24**FM1198D3.840.61616**S85**FM0730D340.21515**S25**F0180D4.633.577**S86**FM0365D3.533.71313**S26**FM0180D4.330.477**S87**FM0730D3.541.71515**S27**F0480D4.451.11717**S88**FM0730D3.541.21515**S28**M0480D4.565.71717**W01**FM17Y76237.377**S29**F18M13.837.988**W02**F0.113.6Y354.91515**S30**F18M17.644.388**W03**M0.111Y4.782.91010**S31**F144M16.279.21818**W04**FM011Y8.282.499**S32**FM06M4.739.577**W05**FM19Y28.549.599[^1]

[Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} summarizes information about the data that mattered for data fitting. 65% of the data started with natal birth. However, owing to different research questions (e.g. comparing growth before or after weaning) and different methods of data collection (e.g. weighing lambs sold at the market) there were also data, where *t*~0~, the first point of time, was significantly larger for systematic reasons. The maximal age, *t~max~*, ranged from 2 month (lambs before weaning) to 30 years (wildlife, where the age was estimated). Thereby, 46% of data were for young animals only (kids and lambs of age at most 9 months) and 29% were long term observations (*t~max~* of 2 years or more). For some data numerous ages were reported (e.g. G01: *n~T~* = 252). In part this was due to the weighing of smaller fractions of large samples at different days. For additional information, all data identified the species and the home countries of the animals, 87% specified the breed and 57% specified sex. Thereby, about half of the samples (62 of 122) were controlled for both breed and sex and half were not. Several data differentiated between single and twin birth (21% of the data). Other considerations were the climate (4%: desert, humid, sub-humid), whether birth was in spring or in autumn (3%), and in what year (11%). Further and more detailed information about the surveyed animals is provided in the references below.

Summarizing, we studied 122 data from 19 countries across the world ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}): 29 domestic goat data came from five countries (Brazil, Mexico, Pakistan, Turkey, and Tunisia). 88 domestic sheep data originated from 16 countries (Algeria, Benin, Brazil, Ghana, Greece, India, Iran, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, Russia, Slovakia, Spain, Turkey, and United Kingdom). 5 wildlife data about bighorn and thinhorn sheep (*Ovis canadensis* and *Ovis dalli*) were from Canada and the United States.Fig. 1World map; countries with data in red (plot using Mathematica 12.1).Fig 1

As to the sources and the breeds of goats, G01-G02 were *Anglo Nubian* (and crossbreds) from Brazil (Arre et al., [@bib0003]; [@bib0017]; [@bib0069]), G03-G08 colored and white *Angora* from Turkey (Cak et al., [@bib0016]; Ödzdemir et al., [@bib0059]), G09-G10 *Beetal* from Pakistan ([@bib0077]; [@bib0083]), G11-G22 *Boer* from Mexico ([@bib0024]), G23 *Repartida* from Brazil ([@bib0063]), G24 *Saanen* from Turkey ([@bib0040]), and G25-G29 unspecified breeds from Tunisia and Turkey ([@bib0048]; [@bib0076]).

For the sheep, S01 were *Awassi* from Turkey ([@bib0010]), S02-S06 *Baluchi* from Pakistan and Turkey ([@bib0034]; [@bib0075]), S07 *Blackbelly* from Mexico (Jimenez-Severiano et al., [@bib0036]), S08 *Daglic* from Turkey ([@bib0001]), S09 *Deccani* from India ([@bib0005]), S10 *Dorper* from Brazil ([@bib0050]), S11-S12 *Hemsin* from Turkey ([@bib0039]), S13-S14 *Ile-de France* from Brazil ([@bib0021]; [@bib0055]), S15 *Karachai* from Russia (Semyonov & Selkin, [@bib0072]), S16-S17 *Karagouniko* from Greece ([@bib0030]; [@bib0077]), S18-S34 different varieties and crossbreds of colored and white *Karaman* from Turkey ([@bib0004]; [@bib0010]; [@bib0019]; [@bib0057]; [@bib0037]; Kucuk & Eyduran, [@bib0042]; [@bib0043]), S35 *Kivircik* from Turkey ([@bib0001]), S36 *Kordi* from Iran ([@bib0053]), S37 *Mehraban* from Iran (Bathaei & Leroy, [@bib0007]), S38 *Morada Nova* from Brazil ([@bib0061]), S39-S40 *Ouled Djellal* from Algeria ([@bib0087]), S41-S42 *Romney* from New Zealand ([@bib0032]), S43-S45 *Santa Ines* from Brazil ([@bib0070]; [@bib0071]; [@bib0074]), S46-S47 *Scottish Blackface* from the UK ([@bib0023]), S48-S49 *Segurena* from Spain [@bib0047], S50-S51 *Shetland* from the UK ([@bib0023]), S52 *Sonadi* from India ([@bib0026]), S53-S54 *Spanish Merino* from Spain ([@bib0046]), S55 *Suffolk* from the UK (Lewis & Brotherstone, [@bib0044]), S56 *Texel* from Brazil ([@bib0073]), S57-S59 *Thalli* from Pakistan ([@bib0035]; [@bib0077]; [@bib0082]), S60-S61 *Tsigai* and S62 *Valachian* from the Slovak Republik (Makovicky et al., [@bib0049]), S63-S64 *Welsh Mountain* from the UK ([@bib0023]), S65-S76 *West African Dwarf* from Benin and Ghana ([@bib0028] and [@bib0027]; London & Weninger, [@bib0045]), S77 *Yankasa* crossbred from Nigeria ([@bib0065]), and S78-S88 unspecified breeds from New Zealand and Pakistan ([@bib0018]; [@bib0079]).

For the wildlife, W01 were *Bighorn* from Canada ([@bib0011]) and W02-W05 *Thinhorn* from Canada and the USA (Bunnell & Olson, [@bib0015]; [@bib0033]; Nichols & Bunnell, [@bib0056]).

BP-models {#sec0005}
---------

The growth function *m*(*t*) of the Bertalanffy-Pütter (BP) model describes mass, *m*, at time, *t*. It is a solution of the following differential equation ([@bib0064]), which can be solved analytically, though in general not by means of elementary functions ([@bib0058]).$$m^{\prime}\left( t \right) = p \cdot m\left( t \right)^{a} - q \cdot m\left( t \right)^{b}$$

The parameters of [Eq. (1)](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} are determined from fitting the model to mass-at-age data. Four parameters are displayed in the equation, namely the non-negative exponent-pair *a* \< *b* and the constants *p* and *q*. An additional parameter is the initial value, i.e. *m*(*t*~0~) = *c* \> 0, where *t*~0~ is the first considered point of time (e.g. *t*~0~ = 0 for natal mass).

The BP-model generalizes several three-parameter models used in literature and therefore it allows for a unified presentation: Each exponent-pair (*a, b*) defines a unique model *BP*(*a, b*) that uses only three parameters (*p, q, c*). [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} plots the exponent-pairs of well-known special instances used in animal sciences and compares them with the exponent-pairs (yellow region) that this paper scanned in an initial search for the optimal model parameters. The von [@bib0008] model is *BP*(2/3, 1); the generalized Bertalanffy model is a four parameter BP-model with *b* = 1 and the free parameters *a* \< 1, *c, p* and *q. BP*(0, 1) is the model of bounded exponential growth (monomolecular model) of [@bib0012]. The [@bib0031] model is the limit case *BP*(1, 1) with a different differential equation, where *b* converges to *a* = 1 from above (Marusic & Bajzer, [@bib0051]). The [@bib0068] model is a four parameter BP-model with *a* = 1 and the free parameters *b* \> 1, *c, p* and *q. BP*(1, 2) is the [@bib0080] model of logistic growth. The West model *BP*(3/4, 1) is the most recent of these named models ([@bib0084]).Fig. 2Exponent-pairs of selected named models (blue dots), of the best-fit model (big black dot), of models with acceptable F-ratios (P-value above 5%) in green, of models with acceptable *NRMSE* \< 5% (red), and remaining grid-points (yellow), based on G05. .Fig 2

The literature sources for our data fitted each dataset in the median to four named BP-models. The most often used model, fitted to 89 of 122 data (73%), was the Gompertz model *BP*(1, 1). Rank two, fitted to 81 data (66%) was achieved by logistic growth *BP*(1, 2). Some authors (7 data) considered the special case of exponential growth (*q* = 0). Rank three, fitted to 75 data (61%), was achieved by the Brody model *BP*(0, 1). For 18 data the sources considered its special case of linear growth (*q* = 0) and for 13 data the sources considered the special case (Mitscherlich model) of negative exponential growth (initial condition *m*(0) = 0). The von Bertalanffy model *BP*(2/3, 1) was fitted to 69 data (57%) and the Richards model to 33 data (27%). For 33 data (also) models of other classes were considered and for 20 data (16%) the sources did not mention any growth model. The main reasons, why so many authors choose these models, were their wide use in literature and the relative ease of data-fitting for three-parameter models.

The named growth models have been used for multiple purposes: Applications range from biological models for the length or mass of different species of animals, of the growth of plants (the original motivation for the Richards model), to ecological models for the sizes of animal populations or the spread of epidemies and to economic models for the growth of the capital stock (Solow-Swan model; it equals the generalized Bertalanffy model). Even in the field of biotechnology, where traditionally a different model of bacterial growth has been used (model of [@bib0054]), for certain strains the BP-model turned out to be superior (Brunner & Kühleitner, [@bib0013]). [@bib0064] and [@bib0008], [@bib0009]) proposed a biological argument, why BP-models would be suitable for the modeling of the growth of animals. They explained growth in terms of the allocation of metabolic energy between growth and sustenance of an organism, whereby they perceived the parameters *a, b* as "metabolic scaling exponents" (Pauly & Cheung, [@bib0060]). For vertebrates they argued in favor of *BP*(0, 1) for length growth (VBGM in fishery science) and *BP*(2/3, 1) for mass growth. A completely different biological explanation of growth ([@bib0084]) led to *BP*(3/4, 1). This approach was later adapted to explain e.g. the growth of birds from bird-biology ([@bib0085]) and the growth of forests from botanist principles ([@bib0086]). However, also environmental factors matter for growth and when determining the best-fit models, different ambient conditions may result in different best-fit exponent-pairs.

We conclude that fundamentally different growth phenomena could be and have been described by the same models. The common basic assumptions for the considered phenomena are an increase of the data (e.g. no starvation) and the presence of at most one inflection point (i.e. modeling one growth phase). Any BP-model may be used to describe such phenomena, but some models will fit better than others. In this study we aim at finding the better fitting ones for the growth of goats and sheep.

Alternative parametrization {#sec0006}
---------------------------

An advantage of using BP-models with variable exponent-pairs is the added flexibility for the location of the inflection point. For example, for the logistic growth model (*a* = 1, *b* = 2) the mass at the inflection point is always half of the asymptotic mass. For variable exponent-pairs different fractions between these masses are realized. The formulas for the asymptotic mass *m~max~* (unbounded growth for *q* = 0) and the mass at the inflection point *m~infl~* (no inflection point for *a* = 0) are displayed in [Eq. (2)](#eqn0002){ref-type="disp-formula"} below; the age *t~infl~* at the inflection point is computed numerically.$$m_{max} = \left( \frac{p}{q} \right)^{\frac{1}{b - a}}{\mspace{6mu}\text{and}\mspace{6mu}}m_{infl} = \left( \frac{a}{b} \right)^{\frac{1}{b - a}} \cdot m_{max}$$

Some authors (e.g. [@bib0038]) were concerned that computations of the asymptotic mass (mature body mass) or of the inflection point would be unreliable extrapolations, if these values exceeded the maximal observed mass substantially ([Table 1:](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} max) or if *t~infl~* was outside the timespan of data collection. In the results, we therefore did not report such inflection points. Instead, we informed NA1, if there was no inflection point (*a* = 0) or if it was not observable because there was NA2 a too low mass (*m~infl~* below the minimal observed mass or below the initial value) or NA3 a too high mass (*m~infl~* above the maximal observed mass), NA4 a too early inflection (*t~infl~* \< *t*~0~) or NA5 a too late one (*t~infl~* \> *t~max~*). Further, we did not report asymptotic weights above 1000 kg.

In literature there are alternative parametrizations, which use some or all of the parameters initial mass (natal mass), asymptotic mass *m~max~*, the ratio *m~infl~*/*m~max~*, the age *t~infl~* at maximal growth (inflection point), and the slope *m´~infl~* at the inflection point or natal slope *m´*~0~ (Tjørve & Tjørve, [@bib0078]). We used the parametrization of [Eq. (1)](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}, because for data-fitting we worked directly with the numerical solutions of the differential equation. Further, using the method of least squares, BP-models in general underestimate *m~max~*, whence sufficiently long series of measurements are needed to identify the asymptotic mass, even if further growth is barely discernible. Such long-term measurements are rare.

Goodness of fit {#sec0007}
---------------

We aimed at finding parameters that minimized *SSE*, the sum of squared errors. If *m*(*t*) is a solution of [Eq. (1)](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}, using certain exponents *a* \< *b* and parameters *p, q, c*, and if (*t~i~, m~i~*) are *n* mass-at-age data (we use the number *n* = *n~D~* of data points of [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}), then *SSE* is defined by [Eq. (3)](#eqn0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$SSE = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left( {m_{i} - m\left( t_{i} \right)} \right)^{2}$$

When assessing, whether the fit of a certain three-parameter BP-model *A* can be improved significantly by the best-fit five-parameter BP-model *B* we apply the F-ratio test using the scheme outlined in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}. A P-value below 5% indicates a significant improvement by the best-fit model, where the worse fit of model A could no longer be explained by random fluctuations owing to the higher degrees of freedom. We therefore accept the simpler model A if the P-value is higher than 5%.Table 2Model comparison using the F-ratio test.Table 2Model*SSE*Degrees of freedomModel A: simple model*SS~A~DF~A~* = *n*--*p~A~*Model B: best-fit BP-model*SS~B~DF*~2~=*DF~B~* = *n*--*p~B~*Difference*SS~A~*--*SS~B~DF*~1~=*DF~A~*--*DF~B~*F-value$F\mspace{6mu} = \mspace{6mu}\frac{\left( \frac{SS_{A} - SS_{B}}{DF_{A} - DF_{B}} \right)}{\left( \frac{SS_{B}}{DF_{B}} \right)}$P-value=1--CumulativeFRatioDistributionFunction(*F, DF*~1,~*DF*~2~)[^2]

To compare the goodness of fit across different data, we report a normalization *NRMSE* of the root mean squared error *RMSE. NRMSE* defines a dimensionless measure for the goodness of fit, namely *RMSE* as a fraction of the maximal observed mass, whereby [Eq. (4)](#eqn0004){ref-type="disp-formula"} uses the notation of formula (3):$$RMSE = \sqrt{SSE/n}{\mspace{6mu}\text{and}\mspace{6mu}}NRMSE = \mspace{6mu}\frac{RMSE}{\max\limits_{i \leq n}m_{i}}$$

For this paper, an acceptable fit means *NRMSE* \< 5%. [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the two concepts of acceptability for G05. The exponent pair of the best-fit model is surrounded by the exponent-pairs of models with acceptable F-ratios (green area). For these models, *NRMSE* was acceptable, too. In addition, there were models with acceptable *NRMSE*, whose F-ratio was not acceptable (red area). We used G05 for this illustration, as there were no exponent-pairs with an acceptable F-test and a too high *NRMSE*. (For other data, this situation occurs, e.g. Brody model for G01.)

Data fitting {#sec0008}
------------

Previously data fitting was troublesome for the BP-model (numerical instability), as variations in one parameter could be offset by suitable changes of the other parameters. Standard optimization tools were not able to find all five best-fit parameters for model (1). In recent papers, this difficulty was overcome (e.g. [@bib0014]; [@bib0067]) and the BP-model achieved an excellent fit to the data, resulting in significant improvements over previous studies (e.g. [@bib0014]; [@bib0067]).

We used the following strategy: We minimized (3) for three parameters, i.e. we identified the best fitting model parameters (*p, q, c*) for a fixed exponent-pairs (*a, b*) and repeated this for all exponent-pairs (*a, b*) on a grid with step size 0.01 in both directions ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}). To speed up the computations, we started with a small grid. If the search identified a best-fit exponent-pair on the boundary of the grid, we added more grid-points and continued optimization, until we found a best-fit exponent-pair surrounded by sub-optimal grid-points. We thereby searched grids with 12,686 to 189,523 grid-points (mean value 37,748). These computations took about ½ to 1½ weeks CPU-time per dataset, whereby we used eight PCs for commercial use (Intel core i7 processors) in parallel. [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} illustrates this search for G05, which resulted in a polygonal shape of the yellow region. The exponent-pairs of several named models remained outside the search grid.

For each grid-point (*a, b*), the optimization of *p, q*, and *c* was done using a custom-made variant of the method of simulated annealing ([@bib0081]). The details and the Mathematica-code were outlined in other papers ([@bib0014]; [@bib0066] and [@bib0067]). Our strategy assured positive parameters (*p, q, c*) and therefore bounded growth functions.

The outcome was exported into a spreadsheet, whose columns listed the best fit parameters *a, b, c, p, q*, and *SSE* for each grid-point. The best-fit exponent-pair (*a~min~, b~min~*) was identified with an accuracy of 0.01 (as we searched only grid points). Thereby we used the grid-point (0.67, 1) to represent the von Bertalanffy model and (1, 1.01) for the Gompertz model. The parameters of the best-fit model, *p~min~, q~min~*, and *c~min~*, were in the same row, where the least value of *SSE* was attained. These parameters were optimized with a higher accuracy. For some data this resulted in extremely small values for *q*: For S08, the optimal *q*-value was too small to be recorded properly by Excel; it changed it to *q* = 0.

Results and discussion {#sec0009}
======================

Best fit models {#sec0010}
---------------

Our paper focuses on the question mentioned in the introduction: Why was the Brody model mentioned so often in growth studies about small ruminants? We thereby aimed at finding single models that in general would fit well to any data and found that the Brody model was amongst these models. As a yardstick for the assessment of the good fit we used the best-fit BP-models, whence we first analyzed these models.

The literature sources for our data considered unbounded models (e.g. linear and exponential growth), bounded non-sigmoidal growth functions (e.g. Brody model) and bounded sigmoidal models (e.g. logistic growth). Which of these growth patterns were supported by the present data when the best-fit BP model was used? [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} informs for each data about the parameters of the best fitting BP-growth curve, [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} lists the asymptotic mass (if not excessive or infinite) and the inflection points (if observable within the timespan of the respective data) to inform about the shape of the growth curve, and [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} plots the best-fit exponent-pairs (*a, b*) with different colors for goats, sheep, and wildlife. For our data, none of the above-mentioned named three-parameter models was optimal.Table 3Best fit parameters and goodness of fit.Table 3**No**abcpqNRMSE**No**abcpQNRMSE**G01**0.010.023.467.487.229.0%**S33**0.454.754.82.170+0.9%**G02**0.336.472.350.050+1.7%**S34**1.192.34.310.480.011.8%**G03**0.821.162.320.090.031.6%**S35**00.013.854.183.880.5%**G04**1.111.351.870.070.031.9%**S36**0.220.43.610.610.313.2%**G05**0.183.052.792.070+1.3%**S37**0.011.0137.787.990.110.0%**G06**0.60.752.775.873.674.7%**S38**00.013.853.183.043.3%**G07**0.264.5231.720+3.0%**S39**0.010.083.090.120+0.6%**G08**0.390.542.598.415.313.7%**S40**0.193.023.220.110+0.5%**G09**03.012.860.070+0.7%**S41**01.626.820.370+1.1%**G10**03.072.940.080+1.1%**S42**0.480.655.180.450.231.6%**G11**05.483.840.190+3.3%**S43**0.360.633.340.240.10.2%**G12**0.941.243.70.060.022.2%**S44**04.383.60.160+0.4%**G13**0.851.33.950.050.011.8%**S45**0.761.0435.180.040.011.0%**G14**0.2930.163.840.090+3.5%**S46**0.010.2414.384.011.171.6%**G15**0.540.552.872.782.664.7%**S47**0.450.6716.811.810.651.2%**G16**0.690.792.330.240.165.6%**S48**0.514.113.560.070+0.9%**G17**02.064.640.260+7.6%**S49**0.5833.143.670.060+0.8%**G18**0.720.733.532.492.3912.3%**S50**0.981.2914.760.250.082.0%**G19**0.771.023.520.10.0412.2%**S51**0.010.0317.0322.8420.281.7%**G20**00.013.377.937.579.0%**S52**0.10.273.1512.266.932.1%**G21**0.210.224.230.110+9.9%**S53**1.531.974.460.020.016.3%**G22**0.240.423.230.40.198.8%**S54**1.271.614.030.060.027.2%**G23**0.020.035.163.513.392.3%**S55**0.51.930.660.160+0.2%**G24**00.016.457.587.252.2%**S56**0.040.334.040.70.210.8%**G25**00.193.3726.67142.4%**S57**0.010.253.330.40.161.2%**G26**0.010.183.1240.0921.853.0%**S58**0.170.183.416.15.861.1%**G27**00.022.540.660.571.5%**S59**0.780.951.570.150.083.9%**G28**0.2266.272.520.060+0.5%**S60**0.950.964.912.172.092.0%**G29**0.5395.212.550.020+2.9%**S61**1.061.074.922.192.120.4%**S01**0.010.025.47306.81295.052.8%**S62**0.370.386.020.120.023.0%**S02**0.120.423.480.260.081.6%**S63**0.770.9915.720.560.221.5%**S03**0.050.063.36.936.651.6%**S64**0.010.1716.55.662.481.7%**S04**0.090.233.40.540.311.4%**S65**0.871.11.820.090.041.8%**S05**0.120.133.154.624.431.9%**S66**0.750.991.780.110.051.8%**S06**0.290.473.530.320.160.8%**S67**0.950.962.091.541.51.5%**S07**0.451.216.780.110+0.7%**S68**0.810.991.510.130.081.9%**S08**0.019.66.290.1300.3%**S69**0.020.031.928.278.091.7%**S09**0.440.592.9810.386.21.4%**S70**00.012.026.346.191.7%**S10**08.283.550.140+0.7%**S71**00.011.997.387.221.7%**S11**0.040.054.68371.67356.512.9%**S72**00.011.926.446.31.7%**S12**00.434.4211.581.733.7%**S73**00.011.715.775.631.1%**S13**0.861.164.690.120.041.3%**S74**00.011.815.75.540.6%**S14**0.022.464.680.270+1.6%**S75**0.030.041.383.953.850.5%**S15**0.030.254.1816.547.173.7%**S76**00.011.613.933.820.8%**S16**017.437.410.130+5.6%**S77**0.010.025.5633.3932.120.2%**S17**0.012918.320.150+4.0%**S78**0.020.054.812.912.52.5%**S18**0.140.43.8613.074.681.9%**S79**00.065.5721.492.5%**S19**0.010.144.760.690.370.5%**S80**00.093.851.130.742.7%**S20**0.567.064.321.660+1.6%**S81**0.040.094.762.011.62.8%**S21**0.647.774.590.040+1.3%**S82**0.140.383.360.330.130.8%**S22**0.511.615.60.060+1.3%**S83**0.070.493.360.240.051.1%**S23**0.411.215.510.070+1.3%**S84**0.050.513.450.250.040.9%**S24**0.647.744.590.040+1.3%**S85**0.020.843.020.150.011.1%**S25**0.129.234.840.140+1.2%**S86**0.130.33.420.430.221.2%**S26**00.064.31.751.350.6%**S87**0.150.413.390.30.110.9%**S27**00.784.410.210.011.3%**S88**0.080.283.370.40.181.1%**S28**0.010.024.46.255.911.3%**W01**0.030.1680.02293.84139.452.0%**S29**1.561.8713.70.270.090.9%**W02**0.891.153.6913.885.044.9%**S30**1.241.7917.540.420.051.3%**W03**01.254.7844.410.27.1%**S31**00.1716.6530.5914.855.1%**W04**01.078.527.40.286.4%**S32**0.832.664.810.880+0.9%**W05**0.030.3828.9453.0213.733.7%[^3]Table 4Asymptotic mass and inflection point based on the best-fit BP-model.Table 4**No**m~max~m~infl~t~infl~**No**m~max~m~infl~t~infl~**No**m~max~m~infl~t~infl~**No**m~max~m~infl~t~infl~**G01**36.3NA2NA2**S03**60.9NA2NA2**S33**38.322.12.7**S63**69.222.112.8**G02**17.811106.4**S04**50.5NA2NA2**S34**38.421.22.9**S64**176.4NA2NA2**G03**18.96.838.1**S05**57.8NA2NA2**S35**excNA1NA1**S65**207.259.8**G04**15.26.759.1**S06**45.3NA2NA2**S36**44.3NA2NA2**S66**21.36.748.1**G05**16.46.11.3**S07**69.81977.9**S37**70.2NA2NA2**S67**21.47.556.2**G06**23.15.20.8**S08**excNA3NA3**S38**71.2NA1NA1**S68**19.66.451.5**G07**18.39.42.4**S09**314.40.3**S39**excNA3NA3**S69**8.2NA2NA2**G08**21.5NA2NA2**S10**28.4NA1NA1**S40**24.79.341.1**S70**10.8NA1NA1**G09**23.3NA1NA1**S11**64.4NA2NA2**S41**45.6NA1NA1**S71**9.9NA1NA1**G10**23.9NA1NA1**S12**83NA1NA1**S42**457.67.8**S72**9.3NA1NA1**G11**51.6NA1NA1**S13**43.716.138.8**S43**29.1NA4NA4**S73**13NA1NA1**G12**49.119.587**S14**46.86.56.6**S44**23.2NA1NA1**S74**16.3NA1NA1**G13**52.920.693.6**S15**44.7NA2NA2**S45**126.241.291.3**S75**14.1NA2NA2**G14**51.744.2201.5**S16**69.6NA1NA1**S46**207.7NA2NA2**S76**17.7NA1NA1**G15**70.9NA4NA4**S17**92.570.3375.8**S47**104.6NA2NA2**S77**49.5NA2NA2**G16**69.317.982.8**S18**51.9NA2NA2**S48**24.713.951.2**S78**166NA2NA2**G17**59.9NA1NA1**S19**134.4NA2NA2**S49**2219.464.6**S79**130.7NA1NA1**G18**54.913.850.5**S20**35.323.93**S50**46.619.212.1**S80**108.9NA1NA1**G19**51.716.872.5**S21**40.728.7125.5**S51**381NA2NA2**S81**99.6NA2NA2**G20**106.4NA1NA1**S22**45.234123.1**S52**28.7NA2NA2**S82**51.1NA2NA2**G21**excNA3NA3**S23**43.231.8120.7**S53**22.812.940.5**S83**40.6NA2NA2**G22**69.9NA2NA2**S24**40.728.7125.4**S54**25.312.635.8**S84**45.7NA2NA2**G23**30.7NA2NA2**S25**34.121.288.7**S55**7027.263.2**S85**44.7NA2NA2**G24**78NA1NA1**S26**74.6NA1NA1**S56**66.7NA2NA2**S86**47.7NA2NA2**G25**29.7NA1NA1**S27**72.7NA1NA1**S57**44.4NA2NA2**S87**45.5NA2NA2**G26**35.6NA2NA2**S28**266.8NA2NA2**S58**56.6NA2NA2**S88**47.3NA2NA2**G27**excNA1NA1**S29**39.221.82.6**S59**28.48.958.5**W01**309NA2NA2**G28**1513.8127.4**S30**45.423.31.9**S60**38.313.434.9**W02**49.118.30.6**G29**109.4127.4**S31**70.1NA1NA1**S61**27.610.824.8**W03**75.3NA1NA1**S01**49.8NA2NA2**S32**42.422.43**S62**excNA3NA3**W04**73.4NA1NA1**S02**43.4NA2NA2**W05**47.5NA2NA2[^4]Fig. 3Best-fit exponent-pairs for goats (green), sheep (blue) and wildlife (red) in the region 0 ≤ *a* ≤ 1.5, 0 ≤ *b* ≤ 2.Fig 3

[Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} reports the goodness of fit of it in terms of *NRMSE*. It ranged from 0.01% to 12.3%, whereby the medians differed between the species: 4.9% for wildlife, 3% for goat and 1.3% for sheep. The differences in *NRMSE* between sheep and goat respectively sheep and wildlife were statistically significant (Mann-Whitney test, P-values below 0.0015), but not the difference between goats and wildlife (P-value 0.33). We nevertheless pooled the *NRMSE* values and found that the Anderson-Darling test did not refute the hypothesis that the logarithms of *NRMSE* were Laplace distributed (P-value 0.524, maximum likelihood parameters: mean value --4.139 and shape parameter 0.682). Under this hypothesis, we could expect that for 9.3% of all data the best-fit model would not have an acceptable fit (i.e. *NRMSE* ≥ 5%). The present sample met this expectation approximately: The best-fit model was not acceptable for 14 (11% of 122) data, namely 8 (28% of 29) goats, 4 (5% of 88) sheep, and 2 (40% of 5) wildlife.

While unbounded growth is unrealistic, the initial phase of growth often displays an exponential growth pattern, whence data that cover only this initial phase may result in an unbounded growth model. For the BP-model, unbounded growth is characterized by the parameter *q* = 0. Although our optimization strategy was designed to ensure positive parameters, *q*-values close to zero were obtained for 32 data (26% of 122 data with 0+ in [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). Some of these values were extremely small, e.g. *q* = 7⋅10^--97^ for G28. However, in view of the asymptotic mass ([Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}), these low parameter values did not always indicate unbounded growth. For instance, for G28 the asymptotic mass was 15 kg. (This was also the maximal mass observed for these data). There were only six data with excessive asymptotic mass (above 1000 kg), namely G21, G27, S08, S35, S39, and S62. Thus, as excessive (or unbounded) growth was observed for only 5% of 122 data, we conclude that unbounded growth was rather exceptional.

Mass growth in general has a sigmoidal (S-shaped) pattern, with fast initial growth that slows down later. However, growth data may not always display this pattern, e.g. if only data close to the termination of growth have been collected. For the present data, we distinguished between properly non-sigmoidal models, characterized by the parameter *a* = 0 (NA1 in [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}) and rather non-sigmoidal growth curves, where the inflection point (it demonstrates the sigmoidal character) could not be discerned from the data (with reasons NA2-NA5 in [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}). For the present data, the best-fit parameter *a* = 0 was observed in 28 cases (23% of 122 data) and for another 46 data (38%) the inflection point could not be discerned from a plot of the data (NA2-NA5). Thus, in total 74 of the data (61%) had a best-fit growth curve of a rather non-sigmoidal character, of them 16 (55% of 29) for goats, 54 (61% of 88) for sheep and four (80% of 5) for wildlife. We conclude that for the present data growth curves of a rather non-sigmoidal character were prevalent for all species.

Data with discernible inflection points {#sec0011}
---------------------------------------

For 48 (39% of 122) data there was an inflection point and it was discernible from the data (14 goats, 33 sheep, 1 wildlife). There was no significant difference in the goodness of fit (*NRMSE*) for data with rather non-sigmoidal growth curves and data with discernible inflection points (medians 1.7% and 1.6%, respectively, P-value for the Mann-Whitney test for location 0.848, and for the Conover test for variance 0.178).

For the sigmoidal growth curves the inflection point ([Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}) provides additional biologically relevant information, as at this point growth is fastest. As our data were comprised of different species and within the species of different breeds with different typical sizes, our analysis considered the quotient *m~infl~*/*m~max~* of mass at the inflection point over asymptotic mass to eliminate size dependency: In view of [Eq. (2)](#eqn0002){ref-type="disp-formula"} this quotient depends on the best-fit exponent-pair, only. This allowed us to pool the data (i.e. the data of all species were considered). For, the Anderson-Darling test did not refute the hypothesis of a normal distribution of the logarithms of these quotients (P-value 0.1, maximum likelihood parameters: mean value −0.82 for the logarithms, standard deviation 0.46). Thus, in the median the mass at the inflection point was about 43.9% of the asymptotic mass, compared to 29.6% of the von Bertalanffy model, 36.8% of the Gompertz model and 50% of logistic growth. (All of these fractions were in the 90% confidence interval between 20.6% and 93.9%.)

For the time variable, we considered the quotient *t~infl~*/*t~max~* of the age at the inflection point over the time of the last measurement and pooled the data again. For the 48 considered data, this quotient was in the interval between 0 and 1, as we had removed all other data as rather non-sigmoidal. The hypothesis of a normal distribution of these quotients was not refuted (Anderson-Darling test, P-value 0.17) and the maximum likelihood parameters were mean value 0.347 with standard deviation 0.224 for these quotients. (Under this distribution, only 0.1% of quotients were expected to be larger than 1 but still 6% could be smaller than 0.)

Another question of biological interest asks: By how much did the speed of growth increase from *t* = 0 (birth) to *t* = *t~infl~* (maximal growth)? To this end we evaluated the quotient *m´~infl~*/*m´*~0~ (see [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}): Thereby, *m´~infl~* is the right-hand side of (1), when *m~infl~* was substituted for mass (maximal mass gain per day). Similarly, for *m´*~0~ the estimate *c* for *m*(*t*~0~) was substituted. As for this evaluation we considered only data with *t*~0~ \< 1, *c* estimated natal mass *m*~0~. Further, we considered only data, where the best-fitting growth curve had an acceptable fit: *NRMSE* \< 5%. This reduced the count of the considered data to 28 (8 goats, 19 sheep and 1 wildlife). We expect that in average this quotient will be different for different species. However, for the present data we could not confirm a significant difference, as there were too few representatives left for each species, and we pooled the data. The Anderson-Darling test indicated a good fit of the logarithms of the quotients to a normal distribution (P-value 0.533). The maximum-likelihood parameters were 0.439 for the mean value and 0.308 for the standard deviation. (We expect the standard deviation will be lower if the computation is based on studies with larger samples controlled for e.g. sex, breed, and nutrition.) The corresponding lognormal distribution resulted in mean value 1.63 and median 1.55 for the quotients. Thus, for 50% of data we can expect that the estimated natal speed of growth increases by up to 55% and for 50% of data the increase will be even higher.Fig. 4Explanation of the quotient *m´~infl~*/*m´*~0~. .Fig 4

Finally, we explored the differences between data supporting either non-sigmoidal or sigmoidal models. As shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}, the best-fit exponent-pairs spread over a large region with a concentration of exponent-pairs close to the lines *a* = 0 and *a* = *b*. Both lines were associated to growth curves of a rather non-sigmoidal character. Comparing data with rather non-sigmoidal growth curves and data with discernible inflection point, for the latter the best-fit exponent *a* was stochastically higher (median *a* = 0.645 and 0.75 for sigmoidal goats and sheep, respectively, compared to median *a* = 0 and 0.01 for rather non-sigmoidal growth curves, P-values below 0.0001 using the Mann-Whitney test). Further, for the latter the exponent-difference *b*--*a* was stochastically higher (median *b*--*a* = 0.395 and 0.55 for sigmoidal goats and sheep, respectively, compared to median *b*--*a* = 0.15 and 0.16 for rather non-sigmoidal growth curves, P-values below 0.013).

In addition, the sheep-data with rather non-sigmoidal growth curves differed significantly in the following aspects from the data with discernable inflection points: For the former, the study durations (difference *t~max~* -- *t*~0~ in days) were stochastically higher, in the median 360 days compared to 180 days (P-value 0.0014, using the Mann-Whitney test), and also the average timespan between successive weight measurements (the quotient (*t~max~* -- *t*~0~)/*n~T~*) was stochastically higher, in the median 30 days compared to 25.7 days (P-value 0.0004).

Fit for named models {#sec0012}
--------------------

Next, we searched for models that achieved an acceptable fit to as much data as possible. We used two criteria, *NRMSE* \< 5% (the plot showed a growth curve close to the data) and F-ratio test with P-value \> 5% (the best-fit model did not achieve a statistically significant improvement of the fit): A model had an acceptable fit if both criteria were satisfied. We confined the search to *a* \< 1 and *a* \< *b*\< 3 and identified six models with an acceptable fit to 90 (74% of 122) data: *BP*(0.02, 1.1), *BP*(0.02, 1.12), *BP*(0.06, 0.99), *BP*(0.06, 1.02), *BP*(0.16,  0.77), and *BP*(0.24, 0.71). Thus, for the present dataset, the count of 90 was the maximum number of data to which a single three-parameter model *BP*(*a, b*) could have an acceptable fit in terms of both aspects *NRMSE* and F-ratio test.

[Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} compares this outcome with the fits for the models of von Bertalanffy, Brody, Gompertz, and Verhust. For the Brody model *NRMSE* was acceptable for 104 data (for the best-fit models: 108 data), the F-ratio was acceptable for 94 data and the fit was acceptable under both aspects for 86 data (70% of 122 data), which was close to the best performance for a single model. To illustrate the good fit, [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} plots the transformed dimensionless data-points. There were 82 datasets with an acceptable fit to the Brody model and asymptotic mass below 1000 kg. We used the best-fit parameters of this Brody model to define the transformation for the data-points of the dataset and plot them. [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} is the superimposition of these plots.Table 5Count of datasets with an acceptable fit to the indicated named models.Table 5Brody modelvon Bertalanffy@@@\@modelGompertz@@@\@modelVerhulst@@@@(logistic) modelnot in grid1436467*NRMS* criterionacceptable104634139not acceptable17161716F-ratio test criterionacceptable94583633not acceptable27212222both criteriaacceptable86472721not acceptable35323134[^5]Fig. 5Plot of data-points that were transformed using the Brody model with the best fit to the dataset: For each of 82 datasets with acceptable fit and asymptotic mass below 1000 kg, mass was divided by asymptotic mass and age was divided by the age, at which 90% of asymptotic mass was reached. .Fig 5

Amongst the other (sigmoidal) named models, the von Bertalanffy model performed best with 38% acceptable fits compared to 17--22% for logistic and Gompertz models. However, the exponent-pairs of these models were so remote from the best-fit exponent-pairs that for 35%−55% of the data they were not even included in the search grid.

We conclude that the non-sigmoidal Brody model achieved almost the best result that could be obtained by a single three-parameter model *BP*(*a, b*). What was the reason for this good fit? We had only one source with growth data from a controlled study that provided mass-at-age of individual animals, which we collected in G11 to G22: The Brody model had an acceptable fit to only one of these 12 data, while its fit was acceptable for 85 of the 110 other data. Using a chi-squared test for contingency (P-value 0.7⋅10^--7^), this indicated that the Brody model would rather not be suitable for large collections of individual data from controlled studies. We obtained another significant contingency (P-value 0.011) when we distinguished between stratified data, where females and males were collected separately, and pooled data: The Brody model had an acceptable fit for 43 of the 70 stratified data and for 43 of the 52 pooled data. We conclude that the growth curves of females and males may both be sigmoidal, but if the sigmoidal character is only slightly pronounced, it may be lost from averaging over female and male animals. The same reasoning about averaging may apply for other factors, too. We therefore conjecture that the reasons for the dominance of the Brody model were on the one hand the barely noticeable sigmoidal character of the growth curves and on the other the study design of our source papers. For, the sample sizes for these papers often did not allow an additional stratification (e.g. sex, season of birth, or order of birth for twins): In the median the size of the pooled data (FM) was *n~D~* = 10 and *n~D~* = 13 of the data stratified by sex (Mann-Whitney test: P-value 0.002).

Conclusion {#sec0013}
==========

Our research confirmed that the intuition of the authors of the source papers was right, who used the common three-parameter models of BP-type to identify the growth patterns for goats and sheep, namely the models of von Bertalanffy, Gompertz, and Verhulst with a sigmoidal growth curves and the non-sigmoidal Brody model. For the present data, most of which came from studies with small samples, and amongst the named models, the model of Brody was the most sensible choice for data-fitting, as this model achieved an acceptable fit to 70% of data ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}), which was close to the maximum number of data that could be fitted by a single three-parameter BP-model. This outcome may explain, why this model is mentioned so often in growth studies about sheep and goat. We may therefore recommend this model for small samples, particularly if the samples bring together different types of animals (e.g. females and males).

Using general BP-models confirmed the inherent non-sigmoidal character of our data: There were only 39% of data, where the best-fitting BP-model had a discernible inflection point. These genuinely sigmoidal best-fit models were of interest because from them biologically relevant conclusions could be drawn, e.g. a comparison of natal weight gain per day *m´*~0~ with maximal weight gain *m´~infl~*.
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[^1]: **Note**: *t*~0~, *t~max~* first/last age, using the units D/W/M/Y: day/week/month/year; min, max: minimal/maximal mass (kg); *n~D~, n~T~*: number of data points and of points of time.

[^2]: **Note**: *n* = *n~D~* number of data points used for optimization, *p~A~* and *p~B~* number of model parameters.

[^3]: **Note**: Parameters rounded to 2 decimals; 0+ is a small positive number.

[^4]: **Note**: mass in kg, *t~infl~* in the units of [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}, exc = excessive asymptotic mass, NA= no/not observable inflection point.

[^5]: **Notes**: The table counts, for how many data the model had the following outcome: not in grid indicates that this model was not in the search grid, as its exponent-pair was too remote from the best-fit exponent-pair; criterion *NRMSE* means *NRMSE* \< 5%; F-ratio test criterion means an P-value \< 5% for the comparison of this model with the best fit model; not acceptable means that one of these criteria was not satisfied (although the exponent-pair of the model was in the grid).
